Abstract-The synthesis of optimal reliable (invulnerable) topological structures for message-switching communication networks is considered. The connectivity of the underlying graphs is used as a measure of the network invulnerability. The maximal average message delay value is utilized as the network delay measure. Simultaneously with choosing the topological structure, optimal line capacities are assigned. Therefore, the performance measure of a given network structure is chosen to be given by its delay-capacity product function, incorporating the product of the prescribed network maximal delay value and the associated minimal overall line capacity value. The latter involves a distance-independent link cost function incorporating the line capacity. A general routing discipline is used to account for dynamic updating of n-node k-connected graphs yielding networks with minimal delaycapacity product functions are characterized and realized. Complete networks (utilizing direct dedicated lines) are shown to be optimal if the resulting lines have a high average line utilization value. Otherwise (under appropriate symmetry conditions on the network traffic matrix). the optimal message-switching reliable network structures are characterized by a family of graphs of diameter two. The latter thus allow between any pair of nodes a route which is either a direct line or contains a single intermediate node. Also noted is a family of k-connected networks, for which the delay-capacity product function is not increased by more than twice upon the failure of (k-1) or less nodes or lines.
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n-node k-connected graphs yielding networks with minimal delaycapacity product functions are characterized and realized. Complete networks (utilizing direct dedicated lines) are shown to be optimal if the resulting lines have a high average line utilization value. Otherwise (under appropriate symmetry conditions on the network traffic matrix). the optimal message-switching reliable network structures are characterized by a family of graphs of diameter two. The latter thus allow between any pair of nodes a route which is either a direct line or contains a single intermediate node. Also noted is a family of k-connected networks, for which the delay-capacity product function is not increased by more than twice upon the failure of (k-1) or less nodes or lines. disconnected only if k or more lines or nodes fail; it contains, as well, at least k (line or vertex disjoint) paths between any pair of vertices. As a network delay measure, we utilize the maximal average message delay y. The latter guarantees a message delay y for any message routed along any terminal path within a prescribed set of paths.
In this paper, we use the overall network link capacity (bandwidth) C, which is defined as the sum of the capacities of the individual communication channels, as the network link capacity cost function. We thus incorporate a line cost function, which depends only on the line capacity and is independent of the line distance. This is generally appropriate when we consider a single hierarchy subnetwork in an hierarchical computer communication network ([ 13] ), or a network'using radio (terrestrial or satellite) links. We further assume, for the purpose of solving the underlying capacity assignment problem, that any positive line speed is available. In addition, an appropriate network routing strategy is assumed and certain symmetry conditions on the network traffic matrix are incorporated in Section 4. The model assumptions made here allow us to develop some new conceptual approaches to the design of reliable topological structures for communication networks, as well as derive exact analytical results. The results and techniques presehted here can then be appropriately extended and modified to other communication network situations.
When choosing the network topological structure, we wish also to simultaneously and optimally assign capacities to the lines included in the structure. For that purpose, we need to first solve the capacity-assignment problem for a network under the constraints of maximal delay 7, and an overall network capacity value C, with a given topological structure and fixed routing discipline and traffic matrix. The characteristics of such a solution have been derived in [ l ] for tree networks and in [2]-[3] for general topological structures under a general routing discipline. For completeness in presentation, the elements of the above results, relevant to the problem studied in this paper, are noted in Section 2. In particular, we incorporate, as a network performance measure, the network delay-capacity product function (rc)(y) yielding, under a prescribed maximal message delay y, the minimal attainable value of the delay and overall-capacity product. It has been shown in [ 11 -[3] that the delay-capacity product function can be decomposed into the sum of two terms. The first term incorporates the overall internal line flow, while the second one, called the delay-capacity product number (yC)* is obtained as a solution to a reduced capacity-assignment problem.
In particular, the latter problem does not involve the values of the terminal traffic flows, depends only on the topological structure and routing discipline and yields (-yo* as an "uncertainty principle" type constant. The latter characteristics are shown in [3] to hold for a more general cost function (incorporating weighted sum of line-capacity powers).
The routing discipline assumed for the network needs then to be specified. To accomodate terminal traffic flow fluctuations, dynamic updating of the fixed routing procedure is likely to take place. Such changes in routing need to be incorporated while designing a network, and are used in Section 2 to induce a general (fixed) routing discipline representing the long-run effects of the above dynamic routing procedure. In particular, the general routing discipline induces a required maximal average delay value 7 for all paths which are not longer than a specified value. The latter is taken here as the diameter d of the underlying graph (representing the length of the longest shortest path between any pair of vertices). We subsequently apply results froth [2] showing that under the latter general routing discipline, for large families of graphs, (yC)* = md, the product of the number of lines and diameter of the graph, while for others the latter equality is very closely achieved. The associated capacity-assignment then yields a path delay linearly proportional to the path length.
Using the above-mentioned properties, we characterize and realize, in Section 3, n-node k-(line and vertex)-connected networks attaining the minimal (yo* = md delay-capacity product number. We show the latter graphs to have diameter
, and to contain a single vertex connected to all the other vertices; so that any two terminals are connectea either by a direct line or by two lines (through the central vertex and other ( k -1) vertices for k-vertex-connected networks).
The characterization and synthesis of n-node k-connected networks yielding the minimal delay-capacity product functions is presented in Section 4. The first term in the decomposition of (yC)(r) is now studied through the network average route length measure ii. We show that complete networks, which contain a single dedicated line between any pair of terminals, are optimal when the resulting average traffic intensity (line utilization) value is higher than 1 /2. Otherwise, a message switching network structure is more efficient, and we show that (under appropriate symmetry conditions on the network traffic matrix) the above diameter two networks yield the lowest delay-capacity product functions. A family of k-connected diameter two graphs is then noted, which not only remain connected under node or line failures, but also resist performance degradation. The latter structures are observed to yield a delay-capacity product whose value is less than double that of the optimal one. Finally, we note the possible applicatons of the optimal synthesis procedures and characteristics developed here to hierarchical networks, for which each subnetwork is studied and realized following the techniques derived her,e, allowing the incorporation of more general cost functions, distant dependent line capacity costs, multiple values of prescribed maximal message delay, message lengths and traffic matrices, or different invulnerability (reliability) and nodal capacity constraints.
THE COMMUNICATION NETWORK AND THE CAPACITY-ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
We consider a message-switching communication network, topologically described as a connected (undirected) graph G = (V, r), with set of vertices V = {vi, i = 1, 2, ..., n} and set of edges r = {bi, i = 1, 2, -., m } . Each vertex is considered to be a store-and-forward switching station, with unlimited buffer storage cayacity. The latter switch receives messages from the source terminals connected to it, directs them to the destination terminal connected to it, or stores messages at one of its queues to be sent, when at the head of the queue, along a neighboring line (determined by the routing algorithm) when Ci > hip-1, and y i = 00 when Ci < hip-1. The overall network delay criterion y is chosen to be the maximal average message delay over a prescribed set of path flows. Thus, where
and y(n) denotes the average delay for any message routed along path n. Set Kij can include all utilized i -j paths,K;, = {k:pij(k) > 0}, or a subset of the i -j paths along which a maximal delay y is required. The reliability of the network is characterized here in terms of the net-work's invulnerability to failres of nodes and lines. To characterize the invulnerability of a network, we utilize the graph theoretical notion of connectivity and apply it to the underlying graph [ S I . The connectivity (vertex-connectivity) k = k(G) of a graph G is defined as the minimum number of points whose removal results in a disconnected or a trivial graph. The line-connectivity h = h(G) of a graph G is defined as the minimum number of lines whose removal results in a disconnected or trivial graph. A graph G is k-vertex connected, o r simply k-connected, if k(G) 2 k : and k-line- We note that the design problem involves the simultaneous determination of link capacities, routing discipline and topological structure. Therefore, our analysis proceeds in three stages. In stage one, we need to determine the optimal (minimizing C for a given y value) capacity assignment for a given topological structure under a fixed routing discipline. In stage two, the nature of the routing discipline is incorporated to affect the above-mentioned optimal link capacity assignment, fo,r a given topological structure. In stage three, the optimal (k-connected, minimizing C for a prescribed y) topological structure, incorporating the latter associated optimal link capacity values, is obtained. The stage three analysis is the subject matter of this paper. The analysis problems of stages one and two have been studied in [ 11 -[2] . In the rest of this section, we summarize results from the latter studies which are relevant to the stage three topological design problem studied in this paper.
Considering the stage one problem, we have a network with a given topological structure and a fixed routing discipline, and we study the optimal link capacity assignment problem. Thus, for a prescribed maxima! delay value y, we wish to choose {Ci, i = 1, 2, -., m } so that the overall network capacity C = CEl Ci is minimized. The latter minimal value we denote as c*(y). Incorporating the optimal capacity assignment, we use as an index of performance of the computer communication network the Delay-Capacity product function (yc)(y) defined by (rc)(r) i2 rC*(r). .
(3a)
The following characteristics of C*(y) and the capacityassignment problem have been derived in [ l ] . We first note, by (l) , that to obtain a finite line delay yi < 00, we must require Ci > Ci0 = We need thus require C > CO = &Ci0 to achieve y < 00. Decomposing each line capacity as
we obtain the line delay to be given by
as the inverse of the excess line capacity value ci. Following these observations, we define now another capacity-assignment problem, called the reduced capacity-assignment problem, as follows. Consider-the same network G, where e p @ s line capacity values {Ci} are associated with each line,"%d line delays given by yi = l / f i , each i. The reduced capacity assignment problem inxolves then the assignment of line excess capacity values {Ci} to yield 'a minimal value of the overall excess capacity = Xi=lCi, under a maximal delay value y.
The resulting minimal overall excess capacity function is then denoted by e*(?). The associated product
is called the network delay-capacity product number. Clearly, (yC)* and the solution to the reduced capacity assigntnent problem, yielding the optimal excess capacity values {Ci*}, are independent of the traffic intensities in the links, and depend only on the network topological structure and the set of allowed routes. It has been shown in [ l ] , that (yC' )* in Equation (3d) js also independent of the value prescribed for y (thus exhibiting an "uncertainty-principle'' type property). We furthermore note that by Equations (3b)- (3c) and (yc)*, the network Delay-Capacity product number, depends only o n the topological structure of the network and the routing discipline, and is independent of the traffic flow rates.
Observing the form of Eq.
(4), we note that Theorem 1 establishes a separation property for the network DelayCapacity product, by representing the latter as the sum of two separate terms. The first term, yh,, depends only on the overall internal flow rate in the network (and the prescribed message delay measure y), while the second term is the DelayCapacity product number, which depends only on the network topological structure and routing discipline and is independent of the multiterminal traffic rates.
This separation property will be utilized in the following design of reliable topological structures.
,. , For tree networks, the computation and characteristics of (yc)*, (yC)(y) and the associated optimal capacity assignment have been performed and studied in
where a distance-dependent cost function is considered,) For 2-connected networks, characteristics of (yc)* have been studied in [ 2 ] . In choosing a proper set Kij, we can consider Considering now the stage two reduced capacity assignment problem, we obtain an upper bound on (yc)* by assigning each link with the same delay value yi = y/d. Subsequently, any path of length 1, 1 2 1 , will yield a delay equal to yl/d. Paths not longer than d will thus have delays not exceeding y, as required. Hence, using this uniform link delay assignment, we obtain To show that equality holds in Eq. (6) in most situations, the reduced capacity assignment problem needs to be studied. For that purpose, it is sufficient to assume that only paths not longer than d are utilized (since longer paths can have delay higher than 7). Thus, we set in (2), Kij = { k :
Furthermore, to adapt to terminal flow rate variations, we can employ a dynamic routing discipline which utilizes a fixed routing policy during each period of time but updates routing strategy from period to period. Such a routing policy will utilize, over the network long-time operation, any available path not longer than d (although not necessarily simultaneously during a single period). However, due to the separation property ((yC')* being independent of {hi}), we conclude that the saine (yC)* number results if we solve the reduced capacity-assignment problem under a fixed (single period) routing discipline R d . The latter utilizes any path not longer than d. It has been shown in [2] that, under R d , we obtain (yc)* = md for a large class of graphs, and that Eq. (6) yields a close upper bound for any 2-connected graph.
Consequently, we can assume henceforth that (yC)* = md.
Recall that (7) is attained by a uniform link delay assignment, which in turn yields a path delay linearly proportional to the path length, with paths of length d having delay y. Substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (4) we then obtain the network Delay-Capacity product function to be given by
THE CHARACTERIZATION AND SYNTHESIS OF RELIABLE NETWORKS WITH MINIMAL DELAY-CAPACITY NUMBERS
In this section we will characterize and synthesize reliable networks yielding the minimal (rC)* value. The reliability or invulnerability of the network is characterized by the vertex connectivity k(G), or line-connectivity h(G), of the underlying graph G. Following the considerations presented in Section 2, we can assume here that (-yC)* = md. The synthesis problem then reduces to that of characterizing and realizing k-connected graphs with n vertices yielding the minimal product of diameter and number of lines. For 1-connected graphs, the star network S, is readily shown to be the optimal structure. The latter is a tree network with a central node connected to all (n -1) other nodes ( Fig. 1) for which (-yC 
(Furthermore, it was shown in [l] that S, yields the minimal (-yC')* value of any n-vertex tree network.) On the other hand, a .complete graph K , , which contains a line between any pair of vertices, yields the highest connectivity number
Under other prescribed connectivity numbers k, 2 < k < n -2, a decrease.in the diameter d of the graph will induce a corresponding increase in the required number of lines m, and vice-versa. It is our interest here to characterize these k-connected graphs with the minimal md product. ,
To present the solution to the above-mentioned problem, we introduce the following notations and define a few families of graphs. We let d(G) denote the diameter of graph G. T h e n , s e t f o r a n y k > l , d > l ,
The following graph structures are now defined. Following [ 6 ] , a k-connected graph (k 2 2) c n n-vertices with minimal number of lines, to be denoted H(n, k), is constructed as follows. For even k, k = 21, 1 2 1, the graph contains a cycle connecting the n vertices, indexed as 0, 1 , ..., n -1 , and a line connecting vertices i and
is obtained by constructing @n, 21) and adding lines connecting the diametrical points. For odd n and k, k = 21 + 1, 1 2 1, n = 2m + 1, we construct first g(n, 21) and add to each vertex a single "diametric" line (at Fig. 2.) We now define the classes of graphs B , ( l ) and B , ( 2 ) as follows. A graph in B,(l) has n vertices, n 2 5 , and contains a cycle (u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, ul) oflength five. Some of the other (possibly none) n -5 vertices are simultaneously joined to both up and u5 and all the remaining vertices (possibly none) together are joined to both u1 and u4 or both u3 and u5 (See Fig, 3(a)-(b) for typical examples.) An n-vertex graph in B n ( 2 ) , n > 7, is generated by starting with the graph B, in Fig. 3(c) , which has 7 vertices and 9 edges,'and by sequentially adding n -7 new vertices and joining the new vertex at every stage to two of the old vertices that are vertices adjacent to a vertex of degree two.
(See Fig. 3(d) -(e) for examples.) One notes that any n-vertex B , ( l ) or B,(2) graph is 2-connected, has diameter two and number of lines given by (n > 7)
We first indicate that graphs H(n, k). B , ( l ) , Bn(2), have a Delay-Capacity product number (yc')* equal to md (see [3] for proofs), and then prove their optimality as extrema1 structures.
Proposition 1: Consider a k-connected graph G with m lines, n vertices, diameter d, which belongs to H(n, k ) , k 2 (dl H ( 9 , 5 ) . or f 3 , ( 2 ) . Then, we have (yC)* = md for any such graph G under routing discipline R d .
I , &(I),
The main results, representing the structure of a graph with minimal (md) value under connectivity constraints, are given in the following theorems. Denoting by (md)(G) the md product for a graph G, the minimal md values are denoted as (md),*(n, k ) for k-line-connected graphs with n-vertices, and as (md)*(n, k ) for k-connected (vertex-connected) graphs with n vertices, and are defined by 
G : G E G v ( k )
"n vertices, n > k3 + a(n)a(k)k + 1, is given by h(n, k ) = Min e(G) = -I)(;+ 1) + ' 1 ,(14)
G : G E F E (~,~) -
The extrema1 k-line-connected graphs are characterized by where e(G) denotes the number of lines of G. Therefore, Theorem 2 .
k > 1 , the minimal (md) product attained is given by 
Furthermore, since for any k-line-connected (and k-connected) [(nk + 1)/2] -, and subsequently 
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We thus obtain, using inequality (1 6)
for k 2 2. For k = 1, the star graph S, clearly achieves the minimum yielding (1 7) as well. Relation (1 7) thus proves Eq. (1 3).
By Eq. (lo), we note that graphs H(n, k ) are k-line-connected, have diameter two and attain the minimal (md) value of (1 3). To prove that H(n, k ) is the only class of graphs achieving this minimum, we use a result from [7] stating that every k-connected graph G of diameter two with the minimal number of lines must have a vertex of degree n -1. For k 2 3, removing the n -1 edges incident at such a vertex from G, the remaining subgraph is required to be ( k -1)-connected. For 1-and 2-line-connected the uniqueness of the structures is readily observed as well. Q.E.D. Extrema1 k-vertex-connected graphs are characterized by Theorem 3.
Theorem 3: For k-vertex-connected graphs with n vertices, ) when k f 2,'and for k = 2, n > 6, it is equal to
The minimal (md) values of (lsa), for k # 2, are attained by only H(n, k ) type graphs. The minimal ( m d ) value (1 8b) for a 2-vertex-connected graph is attained by a graph G if and only if it is a B , ( l ) or a B , ( 2 ) graph. Proof: For k f 2, the proof follows that of Theorem 2, thus yielding minimal value (1 sa) realized by class H(n, k).
For k = 2, we use the following results. In [ 8 ] , it was shown that the minimal number of lines attained by any 2-connected graph with n vertices and diameter two is given by Min e(G) = 2n -5, ( 
19)
G : G E F v ( 2 , 2 )
for n 2 5. This minimum is realized by graphs B,(l), B , ( 2 ) . Hence,
Min
(md)(G) = 2(2n -5), n > 5.
(20)
G : G E F v ( 2 , 2 )
In [9] , it was shown that the minimal number of lines attained by any 2-connected graph with n vertices and diameter three is given by
G : G E F v ( 2 , 3 )
for n 2 6. Hence,
Using results (20), (22), and incorporating inequality (16) with d = 4, we obtain
for n > 6. Relation (23) The results presented in Theorems 2-3 show that among all n-vertex graphs which are k-connected, or k-line-connected, the graphs with the minimal (md) product value are of diameter two.
These extremal graphs are characterized as the H(n, k ) graphs (and those generated in a similar manner starting from a vertex of degree n -1 connected to an (n -1)-vertex ( k -1)-connected subgraph wjth minimal number of lines) for any k-line-connected graph, k 2 1, or for any kvertex-connected graph when k # 2. For 2-vertex-connected graphs, the extremal graphs are characterized by the classes B,(l), B , ( 2 ) . Observing the structure of a network H(n, k ) ,
we note that we utilize a single station which is connected to all other stations.
In particular, we note that these extremal networks have diameter d = 2, so that the routing discipline can employ between each pair of nodes a path of length two or a single line if the latter are adjacent nodes. For H(n, k ) networks, a central node exists so that any pair of nodes can be connected by a path of length two through this node. The above analysis
RUBIN: OPOLOGICAL RUCTURES ING
has shown that the decrease in number of lines (excess capacity or bandwidth value) necessary for realizing k-connected networks with a diameter larger than two is being offset, when evaluating (rc)* = md, by the increased diameter (delay value). Complete networks of diameter d = 1 are not acceptable since they yield a ($)* number proportional to n2/2. (Note that complete graphs also yield the highest connectivity possible, k = IZ -1 ; we have however assumed n > k3 + k + 1, since k Q n in practical network situations of interest.) As indicated by Eqs. (18), the optimal diameter two networks yield a (yC)* number proportional to ( k + l)n, and to 4n for 2-vertix-connected networks. (Hence, both 2-vertex-connected and 3-(vertex or line)-connected networks have a (yC)* number proportional to 4n1)
RELIABLE NETWORKS WITH MINIMAL DELAY-CAPACITY PRODUCT FUNCTIONS
The Delay-Capacity product of a message-switching communication network is given by Eqs. (4)- (5) (-yC)(r) functions, we need to consider the functional dependence of hz upon the network structure and routing discipline. For a prescribed traffic matrix, {Aij, i, j = 1, 2, ..., n}, the overall external traffic flow rate (throughput rate) XE is given by
We define an average route length measure ii by where for the period under consideration, for which path n i j ( k ) , whose length is I n i j ( k ) I, is utilized with probability (or traffic ratio) P i j ( k ) . For the purpose of incorporating a more explicit ii caculation, we assume henceforth the major terminal traffic concentration to be along paths not longer than the network diameter d. (Alternately, we note the same results will follow if ii is assumed to be any monotone non-decreasing function of d . ) Subsequently, for a routing discipline as represented in Section 2, we have d 2 $k 2 d j k , where d j k denotes the distance (length of shortest path) between uj and u k , j f k (Aii = dii = 0). Therefore, where i i 8 clearly yields the average route length for the shortestpath routing discipline.
In terms of hE and ii, the internal flow measure XI is readily observed to be expressed as Lemma 1: Assuming the traffic matrix to yield, for each diameter d feasible network, an average path length i i d 2 2, each d 2 3 , or relationship (36) to hold (so that a uniform traffic matrix is incorporated), then we have for any k-connected n-vertex network G with diameter d(G) and each
..
(37) G:d(G)>2 G : d ( G ) = 2
The same conclusion is obtained if we require the traffic matrix to satisfy or, to satisfy
where {G2*} are the diameter 2 graphs with minimal number of lines characterized by Theorems 2-3, with an associated md value (2m)*.
Proof: See Appendix.
By Lemma 1 , we thus conclude that to achieve the minimal (yC)(y) functions, we only need to compare between the performance of complete networks (for which d = l), and diameter two networks. Thus,
is the delay-capacity product for a complete network while (yq2(y) is the minimal corresponding function for a diameter two network.
We can now express (YC)~(Y) using Eqs. (29)- (30) and perform the minimization in (40). However, to explicitly illustrate the nature of the minimization of (40) and to obtain an explicit expression for (yq2(y) in terms of the number of network nodes n, we assume henceforth that the ratio (AE)-l XE(A) can be estimated as given by Eq. The latter minimization has been presented in Theorems 2-3, thus yielding the following expressions for (yq2(y). For k-line-connected graphs, k > 1 , and k-vertex-connected graphs j. Then with k # 2, we have
Substituting (50) in (46) and setting a(n, k) = 1, (2m)* = (45a) (n -l)(k + l), we conclude that Min (YC)(Y) For 2-vertex connected graphs, we obtain 1 yp-ln(n -1)h, + p -y n -l)(k + 1)(1 -yh,/2), for yhk [2n(n -1)I-l < 1 in both Eqs. (45). Using Eq. (41) and Eqs. (45), the minimization (40) is subsequently performed yielding the minimal delay-capacity product functions and the networks realizing them. The results are summarized in Theorem 4.
Theorem 4: For k-vertex and line-connected n-node message-switching networks, k > 1, n > k3 + cu(n)cu(k)k + 1, with maximal message delay y and throughput hE the minimal delay-capacity product function Min (yc)(y) is given by where
where (2m)* is given bjr Eqs. (13), (1 8) for the corresponding k-connected and k-line-connected networks, ( y q l ( y ) is given by Eq. (41) and ("/,(y) by Eqs. (45). In particular, for k-vertex-connected networks, k f 2, and k-line connected networks, k > 1,
so that a(n, 2) % 1 for n sufficiently large. Thus, for yhE [n(n -1)I-l < a(n, k) = 1, the minimal delay-capacity product function is uniquely attained by the k-connected diameter two networks H(n, k), or B,(l) and B,c2) for 2-vertex-connected networks. Otherwise, complete networks yield the lowest (rc)(r) value.
To further illustrate the results of Theorem 4, consider a network with a uniform traffic matrix, hij = At, each i, j , if the minimal value being achieved by the diameter two graphs for yh, < 1 and by complete graphs when yh, > 1.
To interpret the significance of the boundary yhE [n(n -1)I-l = 1, or y h , = 1 for uniform flows, distinguishing between the usage of diameter two and complete networks, we note the following.
For any network, the average flow rate along a line is xi = XEE/2m. Since (yC)* = md, the Relation (53) thus explains the relative role of the two expressions whose sum is (yC)(y) in Eq. (30). In particular, for complete networks E = 1, md = n(n -1)/2, so that we obtain pi P 1 / 2 -~ yhE 2 1. n(n -1) Applying (54) in Theorem 4 we conclude that a complete network is chosen to minimize (yC)(y) if and only if its realization will yield an average line traffic intensity pi not smaller than 1/2. Otherwise, a complete graph realization is inefficient and the network is synthesized by the diameter two graphs. (For the latter, the average line traffic intensity is expressed by Eq. (52) (52), that for pi =Z 1/2 we require md = Z iiyiE/2 so that the choice of the topological structure f o r d > 2 directly affects (yC)(y). JANUARY 1978 We note that we have required the network to be k-connected so that the failure of (k -1) or less nodes or lines would still allow access to, each node into the network. A maximal delay measure y has been imposed on the network when no failures are occurring. Clearly, while (k -1) or less, line or node failures will not disconnect the network, a degradation in message delay performance will result. The resulting increase in the message maximal delay value can be readily evaluated [3] . For example, assume that following line failures, a flow control mechanism is applied to regulate line flows (e.g., keep them at the pre-failure values), so that line delays are kept at the same level under failures. We then observe that the resulting ratio of decrease in network throughput is linearly proportional to the ratio of decrease in the total capacity of network lines. However, the diameter of the network will generally increase under node or line failures, and subsequently !cause an increase in the terminal delay of certain pairs of nodes.
Networks can also be constructed so that their underlying graphs are k-diameter stable. The latter graphs are defined to be such that their diameters remain unchanged under the failure of any (k -1) or fewer lines or nodes (see [lo] ). For graphs with diameter two, k-diameter extrema1 stable graphs (having minimal number of lines) are characterized as complete bipartite graphs with k nodes in one set and n -k nodes in the other set, when node failures are considered; and as the previous bipartite graphs with the set of k vertices completed (see Fig. 4 ), when line failures are considered (see 
Hence, the minimal delay-capacity product function of a k-stable network is less than twice the corresponding function for a k-connected network. Furthermore, we thus note that the general nature of Theorem 4 remains the same also for these more stable networks.
CONCLUSIONS
We have characterized and synthesized reliable k-connected n-node message-switching communication networks yielding the minimal delay-capacity product functions. To evaluate the latter functions, we have considered a general routing discipline which takes into consideration the long-run utitlization of network paths. In particular, the latter discipline yields a line delay assignment inducing a path delay linearly proportional to the path length, with a prescribed m a x k a l average delay y for paths not longer than the network diameter.
A family of graphs of diameter two has then been shown to yield the minimal delay-capacity product number (-yC)*. Under appropriate symmetry conditions on the traffic matrix, the same family of graphs has also been shown to attain the minimal delay-capacity product functions when the network delay-throughput product is lower than a certain number (approximately given by n(n -l)), while a c o m p l e t e n e t w o r k is found to be optimal, otherwise. Equivalently, we have observed that a complete network realization is optimal if and only if the associated average line utilization index is higher than 1 /2, while the above diameter two networks are optimal, otherwise.
We have noted that the network delay performance degradation upon failures of nodes or lines can be limited by appropriately chosen topological structures.
In particular, requiring the network to be not only k-connected but also k-diameter-stable (so that the network diameter would not increase upon the failure of (k -1) or less nodes or lines) would not increase the minimal delay-capacity product by more than twice.
The synthesis procedures developed here can be readily applied to realize reliable optimal hierarchical networks [ 1 3 ] . The latter are decomposed into subnetworks, each of which is associated with a prescribed maximal message delay value and synthesized to yield the minimal delay-capacity product. Regional and long-distance type subnetworks are particular examples for such a decomposition.
The results here have also been used in [3] to study message-switching networks under maximal nodal flow (or buffer capacity) constraints. It has been shown there that an arbitrarily large number of nodes can be supported by such networks, provided the line-capacity and maximal message delay values are appropriately chosen.
It is worthwhile noticing the following network design considerations. The diameter two (H or B ) network structures presented here require the minimal overall line capadty, out of all networks that are k-connected, yield an average delay not larger than y for any path not longer than their diameter d, and provide an overall throughput value X , (with a not too asymmetric traffic matrix). The optimal capacity assignment procedure, within a period during which a fixed traffic matrix can be assumed, is such that each link yields the same delay as any other link (so that yi = y/d each i). Such c. I -X. Z P -1 = y-lp-ld, each i .
There are two basic ways to satisfy this relationship. One way involves proper changes in link capacities to follow link flow variations. Thus, additional capacity (or parallel lines) would be added to (or taken away from) the i-th link upon the increase (or decrease) in the amount of traffic flowing through it, so that the above relationship holds. A second way, which will be more appealing in many cases, assumes link capacities t o be fixed and incorporates the application of an input flow control procedure. Then, upon terminal traffic flow variations, certain incoming flows will be restricted (delayed, rejected, etc.) in their use of the network, so that Xi virtually remains at (or, at least, does not surpass) its previous level, for all i; since Ci is fixed, the above-mentioned relationships will be satisfied, and the uniform link delay of y / d will be preserved. The same considerations apply to the k-diameter stable bipartite networks, and to a network following a failure of a set of its lines or nodes. Thus, when the bipartite structures are considered and any one of the above-mentioned procedures is used, upon the failure of no more than ( k -1 ) nodes or lines, each line delay will remain equal to y / d , the resulting network will still have diameter d, and a maximal delay value of y will subsequently be preserved for any packet accepted into the network, and transmitted along a path not longer than d. Naturally, we now have additional cost functions, such as network bandwidth variations, or probability of packet rejection.
In particular, network throughput is reduced in linear proportion to the lost capacity.
In observing the structure of the diameter two optimal graphs H(n, k ) , we have indicated the existence of a single central node connected t o all the other network nodes.
We have already noted that such a structure leads io a network which is not diameter-stable. We should, additionally, note that it can be infeasible in many actual network situations to implement a node with such a high degree. (This is due to nodal buffer, hardware, bandwidth, performance and cost limitations. Recall that the degree of a node is equal to the number of nodes to which it is directly connected. Note that for a packet radio network, the degree of a node can determine the delay-throughput performance of the associated channel.) It is, however, possible in many cases to distinguish between a set of "regular" nodes (corresponding, for example, to local, simple stations) which can assume a degree equal to k (or k + l), and a set of "advanced" nodes (corresponding to more sophisticated stations or information processing centers) which can have a higher, however limited, degree. To derive reliable structures which will incorporate these two groups of nodes, while extending the structures developed in this paper, we can pose the following problem. We wish to obtain the k-connected structures which will have the minimal number of lines, while providing a distance not longer than a prescribed number (radius) between any regular node and the the delay-capacity product function, average path length and (md) value, respectively, for G2*. 
